We demonstrate here that switching and tuning of a nanocavity resonance can be achieved by approaching a sub-micrometer tip inside its evanescent near-field. The resonance energy is tuned over a wide spectral range (∆λ/λ~10 -3 ) without significant deterioration of the cavity peaktransmittance and of the resonance linewidth. Such a result is achieved by taking benefits from a weak tip-cavity interaction regime in which the tip behaves as a pure optical path length modulator.
Introduction
So far near-field optics has been mostly devoted to the observation of light distribution inside optical nanodevices using Scanning Near-field Optical Microscopes [1-5] (SNOM). The probe generally consisting of a dielectric tip was not supposed to modify the observed system [5] . However, while optoelectronic devices are being miniaturized down to nanometer scale, the interaction between a sub-wavelength tip and a nanocavity is becoming increasingly important [6] [7] [8] [9] . As a matter of fact, it has been recently predicted [6] numerically that the introduction in the cavity optical near-field of a high optical index tip should allow to tune the resonance of a photonic crystal microcavity. The very first trials to observe such an effect were obtained very recently but only at the expense of a strong cavity quality factor (Q) damping [7] , [9] that could be attributed to the dramatic losses induced by the presence of the probe [10] near the cavity. These losses might be a severe limitation if applications such as on-chip information processing or strong light-matter interaction control by the way of a nearfield probe are envisioned. Such applications would indeed require keeping the light strongly confined or localized within the chip, otherwise the information content or the light-matter interaction would vanish. This limitation has been successfully overcome very recently [11] by using a low index silica tapered fiber optical evanescently coupled to a photonic crystal nanocavity. However, compared to the SNOM techniques, the evanescent coupling techniques with fiber are non-local techniques since they do not rely on a sharp tip that can be accurately positioned by using a near-field scanning technique. In this work, we propose a system in which a lossless interaction regime between a SNOM silica tip and an ultra-low volume nanocavity is achieved, leading to a cavity resonance tuning without breaking the tight light confinement within the wave guided device.
We first designed and fabricated a high-Q ultra small-V nanocavities on SOI substrate and then we tuned their resonances, with almost no degradation of their optical properties, by introducing in the optical near field of the nanocavities a low index silica nanometric tip. Next, the interaction between the silica tip and the nanocavity is modeled and we show that such a reported tuning can be achieved as the tip operates in weak-interaction regime with the cavity and acts as a pure optical path-length modulator.
Nanocavity design and fabrication
In order to explore the near field optical interaction between a nanometric tip and a nanocavity, we designed and fabricated an ultra-small V high-Q nanocavity on silicon on insulator (SOI) substrate. Figure 1 shows different views, obtained by scanning electron microscopy, of the nanocavity. The nanocavities are composed of two mirrors made of subwavelength air holes etched into a SOI ridge waveguide supporting a single transverse-electric (TE) polarized guided-mode. They offer a very small modal volume V of 0.6(λ/n) 3 with a single resonance over the 400 nm wide mirror band-gap. While high Q factor were demonstrated [12] for air-standing silicon membrane structures, it is by comparison much more difficult to reach high Q for PC standing on silicon on insulator (SOI) substrates [13] due to a lower field confinement of the wave guided mode. However this later configuration, on substrate, presents a great interest in terms of applications for its greater robustness. So, in order to achieve high-Q's on SOI substrates, the cavity design carefully takes into account the non-symmetry of the SiO 2 /Si/air layer stack. This design allow to tailor the radiation losses at the cavity-mirror interfaces by implementing a gradual variation of the transverse mode profiles, i.e. by tapering the defect-ridge guided mode into the associated mirror Bloch mode [14] . Each mirror is formed by a periodic row of N air holes with a 200 nm diameter and a 370 nm periodicity, and by a 4-hole taper with a gradual increase of diameters, from 135 to 200 nm, and of inter-hole distances, from 300 to 350 nm. As the number N of holes in the periodic section of the mirror increases, the mirror modal reflectivity and the cavity Q also increase: as N → ∞, the cavity Q is limited by out-of-plane radiation losses and for λ = 1.6 µm, the extrapolated value for the unloaded Q is larger than 40,000, the theoretical value being ten times larger [15] . Nanocavities with N = 2, 3 and 4 holes have been manufactured using electron-beam lithography followed by a plasma etching in a Silicon-On-Insulator substrate with a 0.38-µm-thick silicon film and a 2-µm-thick buried oxide layer. Hereafter, only the cavities with N = 3 and 4 holes will be considered. Their measured Q's are respectively equal to 2800 and 7200, in very good agreement with the theoretical values [15] . is formed by the association of two pairs of tapered mirrors etched in a 520-nm wide ridge waveguide. The cavity position is pointed by a triangle on the sample, allowing an optical prealignment between the tip and the microcavity. As superimposed schematically, in our experiments, we introduce a silica tip inside the optical near-field of the nanocavity and study the interaction between the tip and the light confined inside the resonator.
Nanocavity tuning experiments
In the following experiments, we use an end-fire setup to measure the cavity transmission spectra. Light injection from a TE-polarized tuneable laser source and output light collection onto an InGaAs detector are performed by using microscope objectives and monomode polarization-maintaining optical fibres. While accurately keeping these alignments, a ≈250 nm diameter silica tip mounted on a SNOM is approached above the cavity defect as shown on Fig.1 . Thanks to a shear-force feedback, the tip is maintained at a fixed distance (z = 4 nm) above the wafer. After recording topographical images of the cavity, the tip is positioned in the centre of the cavity by using piezoelectric scanners. We next recorded the cavity transmission spectra for two different configurations ( Fig. 2(a) ). For the first configuration (up), the tip is positioned well above the cavity and does not interact with the optical nearfield of the cavity mode (z> 100). For the second configuration (down), the tip is located just . In the Q = 7200 cavity case, this experiment is unfortunately limited by our laser source tuning range that only allows us to observe the ascending side of the red-shifted resonance. However this indicates that the resonance red-shift is up to 0.6 nm. Such values are one order of magnitude higher than that recently obtained by electro-optical modulation of the silicon refractive index [16] . Remarkably and in contrast to the previous works in this field [7] ,[9], the peak-transmittances at resonance and the Q-factor of the cavities are nearly unaffected by the presence of the tip near the cavity. On another hand, this value is lower compared to that one obtained by using the evanescent coupling technique of [11] since the perturbative element used in our work (the SNOM tip) is largely smaller than the wire used in [11]. =4 nm (red curve) and for the Q=2800 and Q=7200 cavities. The high-frequency oscillations are due to Fabry Perot fringes resulting from the bouncing of light between the wafer cleaved facets. Bold curves : lorentzian fits of the experimental spectra permitting to evaluate the Q-factor with an error bar of 10%. d) and e) Fabry Perot model predictions of the resonance peak red-shift for the two cavities. The model is described below.
Theoretical analysis of the cavity-tip interaction
In order to explain these effects, we have modeled the cavity-tip interaction. We first consider the cavity mode calculated with a 3D fully-vectorial aperiodic Fourier Modal Method (a-FMM) [17] . Figure 3(a) shows the dominant electric field-component E x calculated at 4 nm above the ridge waveguide. Inside the cavity, this field exhibits a standing wave character with nodes and antinodes, which mainly results from light bouncing between the two mirrors. In Fig. 3(b) , the solid black curve represents the spectrum of the cavity transmission T cav calculated for N=4 and for a defect length D=435 nm. We have additionally calculated the cavity transmission spectrum in the presence of a 300-nm tip for different on-axis locations x t of the tip inside the cavity defect. The calculation have been performed for 11 values of x t , varying from 0 to (D-d)/2≈70 nm, x t =0 corresponding to a tip located exactly in the cavity center. The results, shown by the red curves in Fig. 3(b) , essentially show that the cavity transmission properties are almost independent on the actual on-axis tip location and that the presence of the tip only weakly affects the cavity Q (a maximum 10% decrease being inferred from the numerical data obtained for x t =70 nm). Although 3D-vectorial calculations performed for the entire tip-microcavity system allow for an accurate solution of the electromagnetic interaction in the vicinity of the device, they prevent a simple understanding. Indeed the photonic bandgap cavity behaves as a Fabry Perot resonator in which the fundamental ridge guided mode (effective index n eff =2.7) is bouncing between the two mirrors. Instead of looking at a global property of the whole device, the basics of the cavity-tip interaction can thus be understood by considering the scattering of the bouncing mode by the tip, namely by considering the modal transmission t and reflection r coefficients of this mode, as shown by the inset in Fig. 4(a) . Using the a-FMM, we have calculated these coefficients as a function of the tip-cavity distance z for different tip diameters, d = 250, 300 and 350 nm, in the range of the actual values used in the experiment. We found that |r(z)| 2 is much smaller than 1-|t(z)| 2 for any z. Thus, in this weak-backscattering interaction regime, 1-|t(z)| 2 also represents out-of-plane radiation losses L resulting from radiation into the claddings and from scattering into the tip. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show 1-|t(z)| 2 and the normalized phase delay Ψ(z), defined by t(z) = |t(z)| exp(iΨ(z)), as a function of the tip-ridge distance. The most striking result is the smallness of the radiation losses; even for a 300 nm diameter tip located 4-nm above the ridge, the transmittance |t| 2 is larger than 0.9997 (Fig. 4(a) ).
The virtual absence of any back-reflection is an interesting property. The later holds for tip diameters that are approximately equal to a multiple of the standing-wave period, λ/(2n eff ) ≈ 300 nm, in the ridge. As illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3 , for these specific diameters, backscattering on the front (r 1 ) and rear (r 2 ) interfaces between the ridge and the tip section are almost exactly out of phase and cancel out. Using a Fabry Perot model and neglecting the tip-reflectance, the transmission T cav of the cavity with a tip located at a distance z above the cavity is readily written as ( )
where r M is the mirror-modal reflectivity coefficient, T M is the mirror-modal transmittance and D is the defect cavity length. The Fabry-Perot predictions of Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 3(c) with blue circles and well agree with the fully-vectorial electromagnetic results. The model shines real insight into the physics of the cavity-tip interaction. In contrast to the case of very small tips [6] (d<<λ/n eff ), it predicts that the interaction is independent of the axial location of the tip inside the microcavity; as long as the backscattered light remains smaller than the outof-plane radiation losses L, |r| 2 << L ≈1-|t| 2 , approaching the tip on a node or an antinode of the cavity mode results in identical effects. It also predicts that, for tip radiation losses smaller than the cavity losses, 1-|r M | 2 < 1-|t| 2 , i.e. for cavity Q's smaller than 40,000, the tip behaves as a pure path-length modulator which modifies the effective cavity length without sacrificing the cavity Q-factor. Consequently, approaching the tip results only in a red-shift of the resonance wavelength ∆λ(z)/λ = Ψ(z)/[(1-r M ²)Q] as evidenced experimentally (Figs. 2(b)-2(e)) and theoretically ( Fig. 3(b) ). 
Actuated nanosystem demonstrator
Finally, one can take benefits of this interaction to build a novel class of near field actuated nanosystems. For example, the tip-cavity nanosystem can obviously be considered as a nanoswitch if we consider the transmittance of the cavity I T (z) for a given frequency while the tipcavity distance z is modulated. Figure 5(a) shows the normalized transmission attenuation for λ = λ r up , as a function the active parameter z. The tip is positioned above the cavity center in the (x,y) plane and the z-axis is scanned for tip heights ranging from z =4 nm to z =250 nm while we record I T (z) at the same time. The measurements are performed for the two cavities. Two operation regimes may be distinguished. For z > 100 nm, the transmitted signal essentially remains constant. For z< 100 nm, the signal exponentially drops as the tip approaches the cavity surface. Such an exponential decay is characteristic of a near-field interaction process between the tip and the evanescent field of the cavity mode. Close to contact (z = 4 nm), the recorded attenuation reach 8dB (respectively 14dB) of the initial cavity peak transmittance (I Max ) for the Q = 2800 cavity (respectively for the Q = 7200 cavity). As expected, the switching extinction ratio largely depends on the cavity Q-factor which is quantitatively predicted by the Fabry Perot model as illustrated by the blue curves in Fig.5a . From Eq. (1), the switching extinction ratio, defined by T cav (z = 4 nm)/T cav (z = 100 nm), is shown to be equal to [1+(Ψ 0 /πF) 2 ], where F is the cavity Finesse and Ψ 0 = Ψ(z = 4 nm). At last, the tip height above the cavity is modulated as a function of the time and the transmittance attenuation recorded is plotted on Fig. 5(b) . It clearly shows the repeatability of the switching operation. We emphasize here that the time scale limited in our experiment to few Hz could reach the MHz range with the integration of other actuation systems directly nanofabricated on the SOI-chip, the switching time becoming only limited by the mechanical resonance [19] .
Conclusion
In summary we have shown that a sub-µm dielectric tip, placed in the near field of a highfinesse photonic-bandgap microcavity, behaves as an optical path-length modulator. Such a system represents a basic building block toward the integration of on-chip optical switches or tunable filters. A very high level of integration could be achieved by replacing the SNOM tip by other actuation systems directly nanofabricated on the SOI-chip. A 14dB reversible switching operation together with a 0.8-nm-wide tuning have been observed, but better performances are anticipated by increasing the mirror reflectivity and by optimising the tip characteristics (size, refractive index..). Other cavity geometries relying on a high local field enhancement in air [18] and thus on a stronger tip interaction may also be used for further improvements. Even at this early stage of development, the present device may find use in a broad range of applications. Since its tuning range is being compatible with WDM interchannel wavelength spacing, it can be used for building electromechanical wavelengthdivision multiplexing routers, the time scale for switching being limited by mechanical resonance which could excess the MHz range with miniaturization [19] . For more fundamental science investigations, the device may also be used for finely matching the cavity-atom resonances in quantum electrodynamics experiments [11] , or for enabling a direct detection and observation of nanoscale motions in NEMS [20] , [21] . We believe that this kind of nanosystems may represent a new step towards Near-field Optics Nanometric Silicon Systems devoted to on-chip light manipulation at the nanometer scale.
